Tips for
Sharing the
Road
Legally
and Safely
Introduction
What Every Bicyclist Must Know is designed to help you
safely and enjoyably share the public roads and trails of
Michigan with other users. Although this publication
includes information about many Michigan traffic laws,
it is not meant to be a legal document or a substitute
for the Michigan Vehicle Code.
Remember that you are ultimately responsible for your
own safety. Keep yourself and your bicycle in good
condition and ride within your own limits.
This booklet is brought to you by the League of
Michigan Bicyclists.

Why ride a bicycle?
Bicycles are a fun, healthy and inexpensive way for
almost anybody to travel for both transportation and
recreation.

Health Benefits:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Better sleep
Increases energy and metabolism
Improves cardiovascular health
Weight management
Burns calories at 400-700 calories/hour
Burns fat riding at moderate pace
Improves cholesterol and blood pressure
Improves muscle strength
Low impact cardiovascular workout
Compliments weight training
Reduces stress
Increases stamina
Improves flexibility and coordination

Other Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a healthy family activity
Offers sociability and shared activity with friends
Fosters independence and develops competence
Combines fitness and transportation
Saves time and money
Improves air quality and decreses traffic congestion
Reduces wear and tear on car
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RULES OF THE ROAD
Bicyclists’ Rights and Responsibilities
Bicyclists have all the rights and responsibilities applicable
to the driver of any other vehicle and can be ticketed for
violating Michigan traffic laws. We all will be safer and happier if we show respect and consideration for one another
when driving or biking on Michigan’s roads and trails.

Be polite and be smart. Show respect for all users
of the road, and you’ll get respect back as a result.
Bikes and cars: Same Roads, Same Rules,
Same Rights and Responsibilities.

More than half of all urban car-bike crashes are caused by
one or more of the following behaviors:

Cyclists:
•
•
•
•
•

Cycling against the flow of traffic
Failing to yield as required
Running a stop sign or red light
Cycling at night without required lighting
Mid-block rideout
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Motorists:
•
•
•
•
•

Failure to yield to a cyclist as required
Unsafe passing of a cyclist
Right or left turns immediately in front of a cyclist
Driving too fast for conditions
Opening driver door in a cyclist’s path

Signs and Signals
Ride predictably, consistently and attentively. Obey all
stop signs and signals; motorists get upset when cyclists
ignore traffic laws.

Right Turn

Left Turn

Slowing

Signal your intentions
clearly and in plenty of
time. Signal right turns
with an upturned left
arm. Signal left turns by
extending your left arm
straight out to the left.
Signal stopping or slowing
by extending your left arm
straight down with your
palm facing rearward.

When stopping your bike for a rest or emergency, move
completely off the road.
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Road and Lane Placement
Motorists may not see hazards that cyclists see. They
don’t always understand the problems some road and
traffic conditions can cause cyclists. Motorists are made
uneasy by cyclists’ unusual movements and can feel
delayed by them.
Don’t ride more than two abreast except on bike lanes,
bike paths or shoulders. When riding two abreast, don’t
impede normal and reasonable movement of travel.
Be cautious and considerate when riding two abreast

Ride to the right and NEVER against traffic
Ride in the right lane except when avoiding road hazards,
passing another vehicle, or preparing to make a left turn.
Bicyclists may ride in the far left-hand lane on one-way
streets.
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Where possible, ride in bike lanes or on paved shoulders
except when avoiding road hazards, passing a stopped
vehicle or making a left turn.
Many railroad tracks in Michigan cross roads diagonally. To
prevent your bike tire from catching in the track, cross the
railroad tracks at a right angle especially under wet or
misty conditions. Make sure you look behind you first
and signal your move to the left. Be careful when riding
over utility hole covers and other metal in the roadway and
when turning on painted pavement such as crosswalks.
Cross tracks at right angles

Dangers of Sidewalk Riding
Cycling on sidewalks is VERY dangerous because motorists are not expecting you and often can’t/don’t see you
at driveways and intersections. Never ride against the
direction of traffic (on the left side of the road) even on
a sidewalk. Watch for inattentive motorists; don’t assume
they see you. Cyclists are not required to use bike path.
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Motorists are looking in the road, they are not looking
for objects moving at near vehicle speed on the sidewalk.
Remember that you are invisible on sidewalks!

Night or Bad Weather Riding
Be extra cautious when riding in the rain. When riding at
night, have a headlight, taillight and reflectors on your
bike and wear light-colored, bright clothing. Wear proper
safety gear at night or in bad weather. The law requires
you to have a white front light, red rear light, reflectors
and to wear high visibility clothing.

Safety Gear
Essential Equipment:
• Wear a properly fitted US Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) approved helmet
every time you ride.
• Make sure your bike has a white front headlight
and red rear reflector and light for after dark.
• Wear light colored or reflective clothing to be
more visible.
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Protect Yourself!
According to national studies, 85%
of brain injuries can be prevented
by wearing a helmet. Bicycle mirrors
improve your overall awareness and
allow you to see vehicles behind you.

• Use a bell or horn to warn pedestrians and other
cyclists, not usually heard by motorists.
• Carry a tire pump, tire levers and patch kit or
spare tube. Keep your tires properly inflated.

Useful Equipment:
• A rack and saddlebags to carry things
• Water bottle and cage
• Mirror for your handlebar, helmet or glasses to
see tailing traffic and riding companions.
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Regularly inspect and maintain your bicycle, especially the
brakes, tires and drivetrain (gears and chain).

TIPS FOR MOTORISTS – Sharing the
Road with Bicyclists
Cyclists have a legal right to the road and are more
vulnerable to injury than motorists.
Cyclists often need to ride out from the curb to avoid
debris, car doors, rough road and other hazards.

Be aware that cyclists may move left to cross railroad
tracks at right angles.
Give cyclists plenty of room when passing and merge
back into the lane carefully. This is especially true of large
vehicles, those with overhanging side mirrors and those
pulling trailers.
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If the lane is narrow, merge left to pass cyclists rather
than squeezing them. If you are passing another motor
vehicle, look for bicyclists in the opposing traffic lane
before moving left.

Remember that a cyclist’s vision is affected by high beams
just like motorists.
Don’t honk your horn at cyclists; you will startle them.

A sudden loud blast from a horn may startle the cyclist and cause him
or her to swerve into traffic.

When turning left, check for oncoming cyclists. When
turning right, yield to cyclists in the lane. Don’t pass
them and then turn abruptly in front of them. Cyclists
can travel up to 35 mph and speeds of 15 to 25mph are
not unusual.
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When changing lanes, turning left or right, or pulling out from a
driveway, be aware of cyclists and yield to them just as you would
motorists. Cyclists may be traveling faster that you expect.

Guide to Buying a Bicycle
You may buy the wrong bike if you simply pick one based
only on price and color. Chances are that a bike like that will
live in your garage waiting for next summer’s yard sale.
Buying the right bicycle requires a little homework. The
payoff will be a trusted friend that will deliver many years
of fun, help you stay healthy and reduce pollution – all
while transporting you comfortably and safely. Answer
these questions and you’ll be ready to start shopping!

Question #1:
What type of riding will you do?
The major categories of bicycles are mountain bikes,
hybrids that combine comfort and road bike qualities,
road bikes, BMX and recumbents.
Focus your search for the right bicycle by answering three
questions: 1) What types of surfaces do you expect to ride
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on, 2) What distances do you want to ride, and 3) At what
speed do you want to travel?

Bike shop personnel will help you find the right bike
for your riding style and budget.

Surfaces
• Paved roads and
bike paths - Hard,
smooth surfaces
work well with
road, touring,
hybrids and
recumbents.
• Gravel roads, dirt trails and wilderness terrain The straight handlebars and wide, knobby tires
of a mountain bike make it easy to navigate
almost any surface.
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Distances
• Short rides of 2-3 miles - city cruisers, comfort
bikes, any flat handlebar bike, mountain bikes
with knobby tires
• Moderate distances up to 10 miles - Comfort
bikes, road and touring bikes, recumbents
• Longer distances, perhaps 30 or more miles a
day - Road bikes, touring bikes, recumbents

Speed
• Relaxed cruising - cruisers,
comfort bikes, hybrids
• Moving quickly, but not
racing - road bikes, touring
bikes, mountain bikes with
smoother tires, recumbents
• High speed or racing Road bikes, recumbents

Question #2:
New or Used?
Buying a used bike is like buying a used car – you can get
a good deal or a lemon.
Whether you buy the bike from a store or from a private seller
think about how the bike handles when you ride it.
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Note how the bike responds when you go around corners,
go over obstacles, brake hard, go down or up hill while
both in and out of the saddle. Are you too stretched out or
too cramped? Is the bike responsive, sluggish or twitchy?
Is it heavy? Are the brakes and shifters easy to use?
Everything on the bike should work perfectly. Shifting
should not skip, the brakes shouldn’t screech and should
stop you without flinging you over the bars. The wheels
should turn evenly and be balanced. All the quick release
levers should be firmly hand‑tightened and everything
should be clean and properly lubed.

Question #3:
What Size Bicycle Will You Need?
With your feet flat on the floor, do you have at least one
inch of stand-over height when straddling a road bike and
2-3 inches when straddling a mountain bike or hybrid? Do
you feel cramped or stretched out when you’re riding?
If you are buying a bike for a child, don’t buy one that’s
too big and expect her to be safe while she “grows into
it.” It should fit the rider now, not later. Bikes are not Tshirts. If it is too small or too big, she will have trouble
controlling it and be much less safe. Quality children’s
bikes have great re-sale value and also hand-me-down
potential. Cheap bikes don’t.
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Question #4:
Where Do You Want to Buy Your Bike?
You can buy bicycles on the internet, via mail order catalogs, at department stores and in bicycle shops.
Your best bet is a bike shop where you feel welcome and
comfortable. Bike shops are the best source of ongoingadvice, proper equipment and analysis of YOUR particular
needs.
Plan on including a properly fitted and CPSC approved
helmet, gloves, lock, water bottle and holder in the cost
of the bike. Most bike shops have a wide variety of such
equipment and their staff can help you find the right ones
for you. They are also knowledgeable about local conditions
and know the best places to ride in your area.

Properly equipped bicycle
and rider with equipment
and accessories available
in local bike shops.
Shop staff can help you
get properly outfitted.

You may have to visit more than one to find the right
shop and the right bike. Do the shop personnel answer
questions and explain things well? Do they ask what kind
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of riding you want to do? Do they explain the warranties
and check-ups you can expect on the bike? Do they clearly
show you how to operate new technology?
Ride a bike that’s twice what you can spend and then
come down in $100‑200 increments until you reach a
comfortable compromise between how the bike feels and
your budget.  Don’t try too many bikes in one day to avoid
getting confused. Jot down notes on the various bikes you
try and anything significant about the shop. Try to find a
shop you like within reasonable riding distance so that it’s
easy to get there without a car and so you can easily reap
the benefits of patronizing that particular shop.
While bike shopping, wear the kind of clothes in which
you’re likely to ride. Bring your license and a credit card
so you can take the various bikes out for test rides.
What is most important is how the bike fits and how it
makes you feel when you ride it. When you find the right
bike, you’ll know it.

Bike Theft Prevention
Now that you have bought your bike, here are some ways
to make sure you keep it!
Preventing bike theft really requires cooperation among
the local police departments, local bike shops and bicycle
owners.
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Bicycle Owners/Buyers
When you buy a bike or other cycling equipment from
a bike shop, the salesperson should show you where the
bike’s serial number is and make sure the number is on
the sales paperwork. If they don’t, ask. While buying the
bike, the salesperson should show you how to use your
lock. U-locks are the strongest; cable locks are only a
minor deterrent to a bike thief.
Always use your lock, even if you’re just going to be
gone for a minute or two. Bike theft is often a “crime of
opportunity” and it only takes a few seconds to steal an
unlocked or improperly locked bike.

• Never lock your bike only by its front wheel. You’ll
come back and that’s all you’ll find, the wheel.
• Lock the frame and at least the front wheel to
something. Inverted U bike racks are best because they have two points of contact with your
bike making it less likely your bike will fall over.
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• If you can, remove your front wheel and lock
both the wheel and the frame so that you fill the
U of your U-lock. Don’t lock your bike to handicap ramps or to trees.
• If your bike is stolen, go to the local police station and file a police report. Fill it out with details
of the crime, including your bike’s serial number
and either return it to the station, request a case
number.
• Without the serial number you won’t get your
bike back even if the police recover it because
they won’t have proof of ownership.
• Use that number when communicating with the
police.
• Follow up by phone periodically to see if your
bike has been recovered; don’t wait for the
police to call you—they don’t have time.

Bike Store Owner/Employees
• Encourage your customers to fill out their new
bike’s paperwork and to keep the forms, for proof of
ownership and to help with the description if stolen.
• Show them the serial numbers on the bike and
put the number on their paperwork.
• Give the buyer a brief explanation of theft
prevention tips.
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• Save your staff’s time and customer’s pain by
giving as much theft-prevention information
as possible in writing and posting signs in your
shop reinforcing the message.

Other Tips for Cyclists
How to Avoid or Deter Dogs When Riding
Here are some options when a dog chases you. Dogs sense
fear, so whatever else, try to remain calm. Think about
which options are right for you ahead of time. You’ll feel
more confident, and the dog will sense this.
• Just stop. The dog may stop if you do, allowing
you to walk or ride slowly away.
• Get off your bike, quickly. If the dog attacks, use
your bike as a barrier.
Use a loud, firm voice
and say, No! Bad dog!
Go Home! or other commands.
• Only try to outrun the
dog if you are a strong
rider. The dog may catch
your wheel and knock
you over if you aren’t fast
enough to completely
outrun it.
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• Carry an English bobby style or dog training
whistle. Those are likely to stop charging dogs in
their tracks and send them heading for home.
• Put sour lemon juice mix in a special water bottle
and squirt dogs in the face with it while yelling
“NO” at the top of your lungs. Practice removing
the water bottle and squirting while riding.
• Buy some pepper spray and keep it handy on
your bike. Carefully practice with it before you
need it so you don’t fumble when you need it.
Make sure that you don’t carry or use anything
that is illegal in Michigan. Protect your eyes from
blowback.
If the dog is a perennial problem, photograph it and
send a complaint letter with the photo to the police, the
local animal shelter and to the homeowner. In the letter,
say that if the dog hurts someone that the letter serves
as legal notice to the homeowner which could be used
against them in any legal action.
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How to Share the Trail or
Multi-Use Pathway
Rules of The Trail—Guidelines for
Back-Country Trails:
Ride on Open Trails Only
Respect closures, avoid trespassing, obtain authorization
as required.

Leave No Trace
Be sensitive to the area and stay on existing trails. Pack
out what you take in.

Control Your Bicycle!
Pay attention! Anticipate problems and keep speed under
control.

Bicyclists Always Yield the Trail!
Make your approach known; be courteous.
Always yield to uphill users. When stopping your
bike for a rest or emergency, move completely
off the trail.

Never Spook Animals
Animals startle easily and can
cause a dangerous situation for
you and others.
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Plan Ahead
Know your equipment and abilities. Carry food, water and
gear for changing weather conditions.
When riding, always wear a properly fitted and adjusted
helmet and other appropriate safety gear.

Rules of The Path—Guidelines for
Multi-Use Trails and Paths
Ride as far to the right as is practicable.
Ride single file when other users are present.
Bicyclists always yield to slower pathway users. As with
back country trails, don’t spook animals and always yield
to horses. Ask the rider how to proceed when approaching a horse.
When cycling, control your speed, slow down and use caution
when approaching or overtaking other pathway users.
Before riding past another trail user, be courteous and
announce your intentions by saying “passing on your left”
or ringing your bike bell.
When stopping for a rest or emergency, move completely
off the trail.
When cycling, always wear a properly fitted and adjusted
CPSC-approved helmet and other appropriate safety
gear.
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Appendix A
Bikes and the Law

Excerpts from Chapters 257 of the Michigan Compiled
Law contain language governing operating bicycles. Note:
… indicates deleted text not applicable to bicycles.
Michigan Vehicle Code – Bicycle Related Laws
Chapter 257.
Sec. 4. “Bicycle” defined. “Bicycle” means a device propelled
by human power upon which a person may ride, having
either 2 or 3 wheels in a tandem or tricycle arrangement,
all of which are over 14 inches in diameter.
Sec. 648.
(1) The driver of a vehicle or bicycle upon a highway, before
stopping or turning from a direct line, shall first see that
the stopping or turning can be made in safety and shall
give a signal as required in this section.
(2) A signal required in this section shall be given either
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by means of the hand and arm in the manner specified in
this section, or by a mechanical or electrical signal device
which conveys an intelligible signal or warning to other
highway traffic.
(3) When a signal is given by means of the hand and arm,
the driver shall indicate his or her intention to stop or turn
by extending his hand and arm from and beyond the left
side of the vehicle and signal as follows:
(a) Left turn…hand and arm extended horizontally.
(b) Right turn…hand and arm extended upward.
(c) Stop or decrease speed…hand and arm extended
downward.
(4) A person who violates this section is responsible for
a civil infraction.
Sec. 656.
(1) A person who violates any of sections 656 to 661a is
responsible for a civil infraction.
(2) The parent of a child or the guardian of a ward shall
not authorize or knowingly permit the child or ward to
violate this chapter.
(3) The regulations applicable to bicycles under sections
656 to 662 shall apply when a bicycle is operated upon
a highway or upon a path set aside for the exclusive use
of bicycles, subject to those exceptions stated in sections
656 to 662.
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Sec. 657.
Each person riding a bicycle…upon a roadway has
all of the rights and is subject to all of the duties
applicable to the driver of a vehicle by this chapter,
except as to special regulations in this article and
except as to the provisions of this chapter which
by their nature do not have application.
Sec. 658.
(1) A person propelling a bicycle...shall not ride other than
upon and astride a permanent and regular seat attached
to that vehicle.
(2) A bicycle…shall not be used to carry more persons at
one time than the number for which it is designed and
equipped.
Sec. 659.
A person riding upon a bicycle…shall not attach the same
or himself to a streetcar or vehicle upon a roadway.
Sec. 660a.
A person operating a bicycle upon a highway or street at
less than the existing speed of traffic shall ride as close as
practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway
except as follows:
(a) When overtaking and passing another bicycle or any
other vehicle proceeding in the same direction.
(b) When preparing to turn left.
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(c) When conditions make the right-hand edge of the roadway unsafe or reasonably unusable by bicycles, including,
but not limited to, surface hazards, an uneven roadway
surface, drain openings, debris, parked or moving vehicles
or bicycles, pedestrians, animals, or other obstacles, or if
the lane is too narrow to permit a vehicle to safely overtake
and pass a bicycle.
(d) When operating a bicycle in a lane in which the traffic
is turning right but the individual intends to go straight
through the intersection.
(e) When operating a bicycle upon a 1-way highway or
street that has 2 or more marked traffic lanes, in which
case the individual may ride as near the left-hand curb or
edge of that roadway as practicable.
Sec. 660b.
Two or more individuals operating bicycles upon a highway
or street shall not ride more than 2 abreast except upon
a path or portion of the highway or street set aside for
the use of bicycles.
Sec. 660c.
(1) An individual operating a bicycle upon a sidewalk or a
pedestrian crosswalk shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians and shall give an audible signal before overtaking
and passing a pedestrian.
(2) An individual shall not operate a bicycle upon a sidewalk
or a pedestrian crosswalk if that operation is prohibited
by an official traffic control device.
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(3) An individual lawfully operating a bicycle upon a
sidewalk or a pedestrian crosswalk has all of the rights
and responsibilities applicable to a pedestrian using that
sidewalk or crosswalk.
(4) A person operating a…bicycle shall not pass between
lines of traffic, but may pass on the left of traffic moving
in his or her direction in the case of a 2-way street, or on
the left or right of traffic in the case of a 1-way street, in
an unoccupied lane.
(5) A person operating a bicycle…on a sidewalk constructed
for the use of pedestrians shall yield the right of way to a
pedestrian and shall give an audible signal before overtaking and passing the pedestrian.
Sec. 660d.
(1) An individual may park a bicycle on a sidewalk except
as prohibited by an official traffic control device.
(2) An individual shall not park a bicycle on a sidewalk in
such a manner that the bicycle impedes the lawful movement of pedestrians or other traffic.
(3) An individual may park a bicycle on a highway or
street at any location where parking is allowed for motor
vehicles, may park at any angle to the curb or the edge of
the highway, and may park abreast of another bicycle.
(4) An individual shall not park a bicycle on a highway or
street in such a manner as to obstruct the movement of
a legally parked motor vehicle.
(5) Except as otherwise provided in this section, an indi26

vidual parking a bicycle on a highway or street shall do so
in compliance with this act and any local ordinance.
Sec. 661.
A person operating a bicycle…shall not carry any package,
bundle, or article that prevents the driver from keeping
both hands upon the handlebars of the vehicle.
Sec. 662.
(1) A bicycle…being operated on a roadway between
1/2 hour after sunset and 1/2 hour before sunrise shall
be equipped with a lamp on the front which shall emit a
white light visible from a distance of at least 500 feet to
the front and with a red reflector on the rear which shall
be visible from all distances from 100 feet to 600 feet to
the rear when directly in front of lawful lower beams of
head lamps on a motor vehicle. A lamp emitting a red
light visible from a distance of 500 feet to the rear may
be used in addition to the red reflector.
(2) A bicycle shall be equipped with a brake which will
enable the operator to make the braked wheels skid on
dry, level, clean pavement.
(4) A person shall not sell, offer for sale, or deliver for sale
in this state a bicycle or a pedal for use on a bicycle, either
of which was manufactured after January 1, 1976, unless it
is equipped with a type of reflex reflector located on the
front and rear surfaces of the pedal. The reflector elements
may be either integral with the construction of the pedal
or mechanically attached, but shall be sufficiently recessed
from the edge of the pedal, or of the reflector housing, to
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prevent contact of the reflector element with a flat surface
placed in contact with the edge of the pedal. The pedal
reflectors shall be visible from the front and rear of the
bicycle during the nighttime from a distance of 200 feet
when directly exposed to the lower beam head lamps
of a motor vehicle.
(5) A person shall not sell, offer for sale, or deliver for
sale in this state a bicycle manufactured after January 1,
1976…unless it is equipped with either tires which have
reflective sidewalls or with wide-angle prismatic spoke
reflectors. If the bicycle…is manufactured with reflective sidewalls, the reflective portion of the sidewall shall
form a continuous circle on the sidewall, and may not
be removed from the tire without removal of tire material. If the bicycle is equipped with wide-angle prismatic
spoke reflectors, the reflectors of the front wheel shall be
essentially colorless or amber, and the reflectors on the
rear wheel shall be essentially colorless or red. Reflective
sidewalls or spoke reflectors shall cause the bicycle to be
visible from all distances from 100 feet to 600 feet when
viewed under lawful low beam motor vehicle head lamps
under normal atmospheric conditions.
(6) A person who violates subsection (1) or (2) is responsible for a civil infraction.
Sec. 679a.
(1) …nor shall a pedestrian, bicycle, except as provided in
this section, or other non-motorized traffic be permitted
on a limited access highway in this state. Bicycles shall
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be permitted on paths constructed separately from the
roadway and designated for the exclusive use of bicycles.
(2) A person who violates any this sections is responsible
for a civil infraction.

Appendix B
Tips for Fitting a Helmet
A Properly Fitted Helmet

The helmet should sit level on your head and not tilt forward
or backward. It should be only one to two finger widths
above your eyebrows. Foam pads (included) should be
placed to help fit the helmet snugly on the crown of the
head. Adjust the front and back straps so the clips fit just
under the ears. The straps should form a Y-shape under
the earlobes and rest firmly against the head. Tighten the
chin strap as snugly as possible.
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An Improperly Fitted Helmet

The helmet in the top two photos is too old and brittle
and will not protect the rider in a fall or crash (and in
some cases may even add to injuries). Helmets should be
replaced at least every five years.
The bottom helmet is sitting too far back on the riders head
and won’t protect his face or forehead in a fall or crash.
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The League of Michigan
Bicyclists (LMB) is a
501(c)(3) non-profit
statewide organization
devoted exclusively to
the advancement of bicycling. Our
mission is to promote bicycling and the
rights of bicyclists on the roadways in
Michigan.
Please support our mission by joining
or donating today at:
www.LMB.org/membership.htm
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For More Information:
League of Michigan Bicyclists
416 S. Cedar St. Suite A
Lansing, MI 48912
(517) 334-9100
(888) 642-4537
www.LMB.org
Michigan Department of Community Health
3423 North Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
PO Box 30195
Lansing, MI 48909
www.michigan.gov/MDCH
Michigan Department of Transportation:
Josh DeBruyn
Non‑Motorized Transportation Coordinator
425 W. Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30050
Lansing, MI 48909,
(517) 335‑2918
DeBruynJ@michigan.gov
Governor’s Council on Physical Fitness
PO Box 27187
Lansing, MI 48909
800-434-8642
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